**EPSON™ stylus photo 960 (or 950) settings**

*no modification needed to print Rippedsheets 101102*

(pictures may vary depending on the driver settings)

1. Change **Media Type** to **Photo Quality Glossy Film**.

2. Under **Mode**, click on **Custom**, then **Advanced**.

3. Under **Mode**, change to either:
   - **Vivid** when printing bright colors
   - **Photo-realistic** when printing everything else.

4. Deselect the **High Speed** box.
   - **Brightness** can be changed if desired.
   - Change the **Saturation** to **-5**.
   - If ink appears to puddle after printing, decrease the saturation.
   - Click on **OK**.

5. Click on the **Paper tab**, and change the **Paper Source** to **Manual Feed Slot**. If needed, change the **Paper Size**.
   - Click on **OK**, and you are ready to print.

---

To achieve the best possible prints, ALWAYS leave unprinted Rippedsheets 101102 sheets in the black pouch until they are ready to be loaded into the printer.